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Ansys Granta MI Enterprise

Create a single “gold standard” source for company proprietary materials data, information and 
related experience. Integrate with the best available library of high-quality materials reference 
information.

/ Key Benefits

MATERIALS

The leading system for materials information management in engineering enterprises

/ Manage Vital Materials Knowledge

With Ansys Granta MI Enterprise, users manage the full materials 

data lifecycle, from test data to design and beyond. Data flow tools 

ensure smooth capture, processing and approval of data, information 

and expertise, enabling users to fully integrate the flow of materials 

information into their business practices.

Proven data management templates based on best practices help 

create the right data structures for complex use cases, such as 

additive manufacturing or composites. Within the same system, 

users can access a comprehensive library of quality reference 

information covering metals, plastics, composites and more.

/ Implement a Robust and Reliable System

Granta MI Enterprise is a proven system, tuned to manage materials 

data. Easy-to-use admin tools avoid unnecessary IT cost. Leverage 

key enterprise software features such as access and version control, 

as specified by the demanding aerospace and energy community of 

the Material Data Management Consortium (www.mdmc.net). Our 

implementation process and services team significantly expedites 

integration with your existing infrastructure, with provision for private

IaaS cloud with Azure.

• Increase productivity: engineers can fin d

information fast and avoid duplicated work.

• Protect and apply vital materials IP.

• Save costs and reduce time-to-market: multimillion-

dollar benefits for larger organizations.

• Reduce risks: avoid errors that can lead to delay s,

quality issues or legal liabilities.

• Ensure improved product performance by usin g

the best available materials data, information an d

knowledge.

• Open Ecosystem: integrated with leading CAD, CAE
and PLM systems.
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/ Empower the Design and Development 
 Process

Get direct access to managed materials data from within top PLM, 

CAD and CAE systems with the Granta MI Materials Gateway app. 

Users can ensure controlled assignment and mass roll-up in CAD 

and enable queries about where materials can be used across the 

PLM infrastructure. Guarantee that the right material models are 

used in CAE every time. Configure the exact system required, with a 

flexible approach to in-house tool integration and custom app 

development.

/ Decisions Reduce Risk and Make Better  

  Materials Decisions

Assess and mitigate restricted substance risk, based on a dedicated 

solution to manage proprietary data. Track unique, regularly 

updated reference data on substances and regulations. Ensure the 

right information is summarized for the right audience. For example, 

designating preferred material indicators in CAD can significantly 

reduce costs by steering designers toward preferred grades.

Figure 3. Granta MI creates a single ‘gold source’ for corporate materials 
information.

The Enterprise Server license enables you to capture, control, and share corporate materials information.

User licenses provide access via a range of task-based apps, including from within leading CAD and CAE systems.

Templates help users configure the system for applications including  additive manufacturing, metals  and composites.

Users can choose Advanced Materials data from the Granta materials data library.

Optional add-ons support applications such as building advanced materials data flows, PLM sync, and restricted substances

       What do I Buy?

See also: Granta MI Pro for a fast-start solution supporting design and simulation teams.

See how a leading aerospace manufacturer uses Granta MI: ansys.com/materials 

More information and case studies: ansys.com/materials

http://ansys.com/materials
https://www.ansys.com/products/materials

